LoadTeam Privacy Terms

(a) LoadTeam might collect and hold information about the Client and which might be obtained from the Client and others. It might also be obtained automatically from the Client’s computer or other communications technology. This information might include among other things:

i. The IP address of the Client’s computers when connecting to the Platform;
ii. The operating system the Client’s computer system uses;
iii. Application log files with the sole purpose of diagnosing problems and improving the quality of the client application;
iv. The date, time and manner of the Client’s use of the Platform and LoadTeam Software;

v. The date, time and manner of the Client’s use of the Client’s website.

(b) The Client agrees that LoadTeam may use the information collected and held about the Client for providing the Testing Services and may exchange information about the Client including for LoadTeam’s benefit law enforcement agencies or other regulatory bodies without regard to any harm or consequences it might have for the Client and the Client agrees not to take any action of any kind against LoadTeam based directly or indirectly on such co-operation.

(c) While LoadTeam takes the Client’s privacy seriously LoadTeam does not guarantee it. The Client may obtain access to, and correct, any information held by LoadTeam under the Privacy Act 1993 (or any equivalent legislation in any jurisdiction) at any time by contacting LoadTeam.

(d) LoadTeam might hold personal information it might collect about the Client for 7 years or as otherwise required by law (at LoadTeam’s discretion whichever is the earlier) after the Client ceases to be a Client or a Contract ends.